
NEST

Elementary ’s eclectic décor 
and functional design

inspire a mind in motion

HOLMES’ 
SWEET 

HOME
Joan Watson 
(Lucy Liu) and  
Sherlock Holmes 
(Jonny Lee Miller)Sherlock Holmes may be a highly decorated detec-

tive, but he’s not about to win any awards from Good 
Housekeeping. Holmes is, after all, usually too busy 

solving crimes to clean up, never mind shop for the perfect 
throw pillow. And so, it’s up to Andrew Bernard, the produc-
tion designer for CBS’ hit series Elementary, to make sure 
Holmes’ home refl ects his eccentric personality, while still 
making it an inviting space where more than 12 million view-
ers spend their Thursday nights. We tapped the TV designer 
for his secrets to upcycling the sleuth’s space. Who knew dis-
tressed décor could be this hip? — Jim Colucci

➊ Authentic built-in pocket shutters on the Elementary 
set help create a Victorian feel and let in natural light.

SEEING IS BELIEVING
For the pi lot episode, Elementary producers picked a 
classic brownstone in New York’s Harlem neighborhood 
as Holmes’ home and off ice, and st i l l  use that locat ion 
for exter ior scenes. But when Holmes (Jonny Lee 
Mil ler) and his sidekick Watson (Lucy Liu) became 
permanent f ixtures on the CBS schedule, Bernard and 
his team re-created the set on a Queens soundstage, 
with concessions to al low for ease 
of camera movement and improved 
sight l ines.

Bernard explains that , having 
scouted many brownstones throughout 
his career , “ I often f ind that the 
woodwork usual ly holds up, and i t ’s 
the plaster wal ls and wal l treatments 
that have fal len away.” So he and his 
team set out to repl icate authent ic 
19th-century car vings, with f luted 
moldings and medal l ions they 
ordered from a nearby lumberyard. 
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DUSTING 
FOR CLUES

Inspiration for 
solving your 

own space



“Sherlock’s philosophy is one of function 
over form. He lives to do what he does, and 
eating and sleeping are totally secondary.” 

      — Andrew Bernard, 
Elementary’s production designer

OLD HAND
Before starting production, Bernard’s team had just four weeks to create a space 
that looks like it’s been standing for more than 100 years. The overall aesthetic 
is shabby chic, inspired by fashion photography’s style of “putting models in 
front of distressed, messy backdrops, [contrasting] the beautiful 
and stylish versus decrepit walls and peeling paint,” the designer explains. 

The team spent considerable t ime on the treatment of f loors and walls, 
deliberately cracking the plaster and creating effects like 
remnant wallpaper paste with mottled paint. ➋ “The unfinished effect 
is certainly interesting, and it can be done with the right craftspeople,” Bernard 
explains. “It’s all done with paint.” 

ELEMENTARY airs Thursdays at 
10 p.m. ET/PT on CBS.

THRIFTY TREASURES
On Elementary, the brownstone is supposed to be one of 

many properties owned by Holmes’ wealthy father, something 
Bernard and his team took into consideration when setting 

out to decorate the space. They imagined that many 
furnishings in Holmes’ house would actually be 

items left behind by previous occupants. For these pieces, 
l ike a purple velvet couch ➌ in the living room or a 

vintage settee under the stairs ➍ , they combed 
local thrift shops, as well as eBay and Craigslist.

The show’s creator and executive producer, Rob Doherty, 
didn’t want Sherlock to have a bed or formal bedroom 

because he envisioned the character would crash on a worn 
black leather-cushioned couch ➎ instead. Bernard 

chose other items mostly for their shapes, from the sleekness 
of an aluminum desk to the roll ing curves of a wooden 
18th-century rococo desk Holmes and Watson use as a 

kitchen table. It’s the kind of attention to detail that someone 
like Holmes would appreciate. The power of observation, and 

a good brush stroke, is a beautiful thing.
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EDITOR’S PICK
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➏ Holmes’ floors are parquet tiles that were 
expertly “aged” by beating them with chains. 
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CIRQUE TWO-DOOR SIDEBOARD
This copper-wrapped 
storage piece will 
perk up any entry hall. 
crateandbarrel.com

STRUT MEDIUM TABLE
Take a study in scarlet. Red 
is one of the accent colors 
on Elementary, and this 
steel table doubles as a 
desk. bludot.com

KEATON LEATHER CLUB 
CHAIR Sit for a spell. Hand-
built in the USA, this stylish 
chair passes for vintage 
1940s. restoration
hardware.com


